4Girls Global Leadership (4GGL) is a 501c3 unique collaborative energizing a social change movement for our world’s girls.

Our **global mission** is to transform the deep-seated mindset, the root cause of all girls’ suffering – from *seeing* girls as human trash to 1 billion strong, our most powerful force for change.

Our **local action** is generating, electrifying and *showing* our world the power of girls – the next generation of empowered women leaders who will transform our world.

**About Us**

4GGL is a 501c3 **collaborative**. We have 501c3 charitable tax exempt status, but we do not call ourselves a “non” entity (i.e. nonprofit, nongovernment).

4GGL is a **for** entity: **for** girls, **for** social change, **for** cause, **for** impact, and **for** collaboration. We are **leaders** in our respective fields who have come together to take **collaborative** action for our world’s girls. Our action is labor of love, our gift to girls. We give it freely – without pay.

We seek **leaders** – highly talented, creative, self-aware individuals with gifts (skills, network, funds, resources) to amplify 4GGL. We ask that you do what you love! managing yourself (time and action) and being responsible and accountable for your actions.

We value everyone’s gift. Currently, we are seeking leaders with the gift of:

- Fundraising (we are inspiring $1 million for our bold **Changemakers**)
- Storytelling (via video, website, social media)
- Qualitative research (methodology, analysis, report writing)
- Movement building online/offline
- Coordinating, organizing a large initiative
Now BRIEFLY share (please limit to 1 page):

1. Who are you?

2. What’s your passion? (If you can do anything, what would that be?)

3. Tell us about our UNIQUE gift, skill/capability that is unique to you.

4. List professional/personal 3 strengths & 3 weaknesses. Please use verb/action.

5. Why would you like to join 4GGL?

6. Tell us would you like to take action with us!

7. What are your relevant experiences?

8. Please assess your realistic time commitment, then let us know your intended commitment per week/month, and when you can be reached (specific day/time).

9. How do you work best? Include communication preference and contact info.

Thank you. We wholeheartedly look forward to working together for our world’s girls!